This paper presents a dynamic approach to document page segmentation based on inter-component relationships, local patterns and context features. State-of-the art page segmentation algorithms segment zones based on local properties of neighboring connected components such as distance and orientation, and do not typically consider additional properties other than size. Our proposed approach uses a contextually aware and dynamically adaptive page segmentation scheme. The page is first over-segmented using a dynamically adaptive scheme of separation features based on [2] and adapted from [13] . A decision to form zones is then based on the context built from these local separation features and highlevel content features. Zone-based evaluation was performed on sets of printed and handwritten documents in English and Arabic scripts with multiple font types, sizes and we achieved an increase of 15% over the accuracy reported in [2] .
INTRODUCTION
The process of identifying structure of a document image can be based on physical or logical properties. Page segmentation algorithms typically fall into the category of algorithms dependent on physical layout analysis. They perform segmentation of a document page into homogeneous zones, each consisting of only one physically consistent structure [24] such as text, graphics, equations, logos or stamps. Research in page segmentation has a long history and has produced numerous algorithms for both Manhattan [17, 26, 4, 5] and non-Manhattan layouts [19, 13, 11] . This analysis can be texture-based [10] or pixel based, and the goal is that the final result is a region segmentation. In texture-based segmentation, a set of pixels are classified as physical zones without considering the connectivity aspect of an object.
In contrast, the more popular approach based on component level segmentation uses macro level content information and is concerned with non overlapping geometric zones where document components are physically separated by white space. Unfortunately, these approaches use primarily white-space feature schemes, skew [7, 19, 9] and analysis of background [21, 3, 18] , to group or separate components into zones. Of the above literature, O'Gorman [19] and Kise et. al. [13] are the most widely cited algorithms to perform geometric page segmentation on non overlapping zones. O'Gorman's Docstrum algorithm performs transitive closure on within-line components to obtain lines and then on lines to form regions. The thresholds for transitivity are based on the properties of distance and angle of each connected component with its K nearest neighbors [19] . Kise's algorithm based on Voronoi regions is the first algorithm to use properties of components (in terms of area) in addition to their white-space separations. Details in these algorithms highlight their advantages over previous approaches.
In [2] we proposed an extension to Kise's algorithm, called Voronoi++. It dynamically adapts local variations in the size, orientation and distance of components within a page. Dynamically determining these relations parabolically and combining angular and neighborhood features from the Docstrum [19] based approach improved accuracy especially for handwritten documents. Since, the properties used in Voronoi++ are a combination of Docstrum and Voronoi, this technique also uses only whitespace properties like distance, angle between components in addition to areas of the components.
It is not necessary that components within a zone are either linearly separated or of similar sizes. Instead, local patterns inside a zone are more likely to be consistent. At the same time, two adjacent regions of exactly similar patterns can form distinct zones (e.g. two vertical columns on a page). Hence, a zone should be differentiated from its neighbors based on both its separation and its content. Voronoi based approaches achieve this by using area of components as a content-property. Clearly, this is not a necessary nor a sufficient condition and a more robust mechanism of computing a zone's pattern is required. This paper presents Context-aware Voronoi based Segmentation (CVS). This is a dynamic contextually-aware approach to document page segmentation based on zone separation and content-type. Our approach uses a combination of component relationships, local patterns and context features for segmentation. The process is two-phased. The first phase is a hypothesis phase where we propose a fuzzy-Voronoi++ algorithm which separates components belonging to plausible different zones irrespective of false alarms. The second phase, called the validation phase is based on a semisupervised clustering algorithm. It considers the low-level component relationship features from the hypothesis phase and high-level features based on the zone-content to evaluate a possible zone-merger. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of Voronoi++ and its adaptive approach. Section 3 gives an overview of our page segmentation model and then describes the details of fuzzy-Voronoi++ (hypothesis phase) and semi-supervised clustering (validation phase). This is followed by evaluation in Section 5 and conclusion in Section 6.
VORONOI++
Voronoi++ [2] is an extension of [13] and is based on the central idea of the creation of Voronoi edges between pairs of connected components using area based Voronoi tessellation. Each Voronoi edge bisects two points on contours of different components. A physical zone is a fusion of these Voronoi cells, resulting from the elimination of Voronoi edges based on two features defined in [13] :
where p i and q i are pair of points on connected components (CCs) P and Q, constituting i th edge between them 2. Area Ratio
An edge is deleted if it satisfies the following two criteria:
where T d1 < T d2 , T d1 relates to inter-character spacing, T d2 relates to inter-word/line spacing. In the Voronoi based approach, global thresholds T d2 and T a are determined statistically from each document. T d2 is based on second most frequent distance associated with the edges, which corresponds to the inter-word separation of prominent text-size in the document. Voronoi++ dynamically adapts local variations in the size, orientation and distance of components within a page. In the quest of adapting the word-separation thresholds, Voronoi++ [2] either increases (grouping two or more regions) or decreases the thresholds (splitting a region into multiple zones) based on the above properties.
Increasing word-separation threshold
When Voronoi++ increases the word-separation threshold T d2 locally, some new (weak) edges are removed, hence merging regions. This improves the following scenarios:
Avoiding over segmentation of larger fonts: Larger text has greater word-separation than the normal size text that T d2 is based on. Voronoi++ increases the word-separation threshold by a factor of smaller of the two component's size to the most frequent component size (not average) on the page.
Angle-based merging: Instead of weighing two components solely on the basis of their distance, Voronoi++ uses the idea from Docstrum [19] , where the angle between centroids of the two components is also used to adapt T d2 especially if two components are aligned with global text-direction.
Nearest Neighbor based merging: An association of a component, smaller than the most frequent size of component, to its nearest neighbor removes the possibility of an edge between a diacritic and its corresponding consonant/vowel. This is done by associating a nearest neighbor with each component.
Decreasing word-separation threshold
Decreasing the word-separation threshold implies forcing edges between components. This segments a region into multi-zones. Scenario where this adaptation is necessary is as follows:
Grouping dissimilar text sizes: Instead of a linear relation between T d2 and T a , Voronoi++ proposes a dynamically adaptive parabolic relation [2] . This increases the probability of segmenting text of slightly varying sizes into separate zones.
Voronoi or Voronoi++ based region segmentation segments the page based on low-level features like inter-component distance and size-ratios. Whenever an edge which separates two different components is encountered, it is removed and their respective zones are fused together. This bottom-up page segmentation approach works well when neighborhood is small. As the regions grow in size, the consequence of merging two zones based on only a single edge feature may be drastic. Also, the probability of making a wrong decision increases as the number of edges separating two regions increase with the components in the regions. Voronoi++ tends to dynamically adapt the variations but also suffers when making decisions based at the component-level.
TWO-PHASE MODEL FOR PAGE SEG-MENTATION 3.1 Overview
We propose a new model for document image page segmentation that uses inter-component separation and local pattern features to form zones. These features are accumulated as zones merge together in order to encompass the newer context. The approach is composed of two phases. The first phase is called a hypothesis phase where plausible regions are proposed using low-level features. The second phase, called validation phase, verifies the hypothesis using zones' highlevel features to make adjustments. Each hypothesized zone can be further split, merged with its neighbors or left as-is in the validation phase. We reduce this problem to binary classification by eliminating the possibility of a further zone-split in the validation phase. This requires the hypothesis phase to produce over-segmented results which are unlikely to be split further.
The objective of the hypothesis phase is to ensure that components belonging to plausible different zones are separated by edges irrespective of false alarms. Edges are forced between any two components which may possibly belong to different zones. These edges are formed based on low-level features like component separations and variations. This results in an over-segmented image where two neighboring zones (z i and z j ) are separated by a set of Voronoi edges e i,j . This image can be represented as a connected graph G{E, V}, where every zone is represented as a vertex V and any two neighboring zones are joined by an edge-set E of Voronoi edges e i,j . The edge-set E is associated with the individual confidences of its edges, returned by the hypothesis phase. During the validation phase, each vertex is considered with its neighboring vertices for a possible merger, based on features of vertex V and the edge-set E. The vertex features are high-level features based on zone-content and are validated against the low-level features of the edge-set for a possible merger. The problem then reduces to a graph-reduction problem and final vertices represent zones distinguishable by either distance or content from their neighboring zones. The sections below describe the two phases in detail.
Hypothesis Phase: Fuzzy Voronoi++
We propose a fuzzy-Voronoi++ approach for the hypothesis phase. This approach does not remove edges unless sufficient evidence is collected. Instead, it labels them as fuzzy and preserves them for future validation. Broadly, there are still three major issues which remain to be solved by Voronoi and Voronoi++ approaches and require contextually-aware features (instead of component-level local features) to make the correct decisions.
Inter-character threshold (T d1 )
Both Voronoi and Voronoi++ remove edges between components separated by inter-character distances (Equation 3) without adaptation. This condition helps prevent edges within the same zone (i.e. preventing over-segmentation) but may also lead to removal of edges between distinct zones separated by distances less than inter-character thresholds as shown in Figure 1 . In Phase I, we do not want to merge distinct zones at the cost of over-segmentation, so this condition can be safely removed in fuzzy-Voronoi++.
Inter-word threshold (T d2 )
The two peaks in the frequency distribution of distances associated with the edges correspond to inter-character and inter-word gaps. v 1 corresponds to the distance for the first peak and v 2 corresponds to the distance for the second peak. The aim of determining the correct T d2 is to delete all edges separating words or lines. The T d2 determination poses two challenges. First is to find the correct v 2 . In [2] we proposed Figure 2 . Kise et. al. [13] add a margin to v 2 to determine T d2 as follows:
where t is the parameter for controlling the margin. Since f (d) takes discrete values, linear interpolation is applied to obtain T d2 which satisfies Equation 6 . If multiple values of T d2 are obtained, the smallest one is used. Since t is more of a subjective parameter, an exact determination of T d2 is not possible. The edges with distances between the smallest interpolated value of T d2 and the dip after v 2 are equally likely to be removable edges (highlighted in Figure 2 ). These weak edges are also marked as fuzzy and kept under supervision for removal in Phase II.
Local adaptation based on nearest components
Voronoi++ also suffers when making decisions based at the component-level. Even though two components may trigger adaption due to their sizes, they may result from different content. Likewise, any faulty adaptation on a single edge may lead to the merging of two genuine zones. fuzzy-Voronoi++ does not make binary decisions based on local variations. Every edge e is given a confidence (γ G ) by:
where word-separation threshold T G d2
is a globally determined threshold before dynamic adaptation [2] . As in the Voronoi based approach, an edge is preserved if γ G > 1. After dynamic adaptation (Voronoi++), the word-separation threshold T D d2
is determined and γ D is calculated as described above. If after dynamic adaptation, the decision on an edge is re-
, it is preserved and tagged as fuzzy. This is because the decision taken by Voronoi++ based on local properties is kept as a hypothesis for further validation. This avoids merging of zones due to incorrect adaptation. Figure 3 illustrates the scenarios where this can happen. Any edges that would have been removed by Voronoi++ are now preserved under the fuzzy category along with the edges which were 'saved' from removal due to adaptation. This results in more edges as compared to Voronoi or Voronoi++. Fuzzy-Voronoi++ associates the following low-level features with each edge:
isFuzzy (bool)

Validation Phase: Considering Context
The zones obtained after the hypothesis phase are separated by edges containing low-level inter-component relationship features. The goal of this phase is to merge zones based on their content similarity as well as the low-level features separating them. It is important to understand that low-level separation features are as important as high-level content features. While two adjacent zones may have similar content, they may still belong to physically separate zones (e.g. two adjacent columns in a document page). Similarity is neither a necessary or a sufficient condition for segmentation, but separation (or nearness) is a necessary condition. Separation and similarity are together necessary and sufficient conditions. The challenge in segmentation is to determine the correct separation based on local neighborhood patterns. A contextually aware system has a better chance of determining that instead of a system based on only low-level features. The validation phase builds context using low-level distance based features (called Separation context) and high-level zonal content (called Similarity context). Two zones are merged only if they satisfy the criteria in both contexts. 
Separation Context
Instead of merging two zones based on a single fuzzy edge, separation-context determines the percentage of fuzzy edges separating them in their edge-set E. However, not all nonfuzzy edges are of interest for the separation context. Those non-fuzzy edges whose confidences are limited by a factor of maximum fuzzy edge confidence are called as critical edges: γ c < K * max f (γ f ) where K is a constant chosen to be 2 and γ f is the confidence of a fuzzy edge f . All other stronger edges are non-critical edges which do not contribute in decision making. Two zones are said to be a single zone candidate if 
where τ is chosen to be 0.5 based on empirical studies. Figure 4 shows fuzzy, critical and non-critical edges separating two zones.
Similarity Context
All candidate zones from the separation context are fed to a feature extraction module. Broadly there are two types of fea-ture extraction techniques. One which tries to represent the structures [12, 22, 14, 6] and other which tries to represent the textures [20, 25] . For object detection, the former set of techniques have been quite successful and are generally rotation and size invariant. For zone classification, however, zones may have the same textual content, which may differ in size, type or rotation. Hence, texture based features are required. We use a combination of run-length based features and spatial features derived from foreground and background pixels separately [1] . These signature-like features encode pixel distribution information, spatial distribution of all the pixels and amount of local image texture (contrast).
Each extracted d-dimensional feature vector can be visualized as a data point in d-dimensional space. If N is the total number of points, the goal is to group them into c clusters, where c [1, N]. As with any clustering problem, the correct determination of c is not a trivial problem. A deeper analysis reveals that this data is not flat (i.e. it contains hierarchy levels of varying within-cluster distances). While a figure zone and small-text zone may reveal feature vectors occupying distant places in the d-dimensional space, features of bold and italics text may lie very close to each other. This requires a more sophisticated hierarchical clustering approach with varying within-cluster thresholds. However, if for every feature vector, an approximate distance to a similar feature vector was known beforehand, the problem reduces to a semi-supervised clustering. In addition, if we knew the approximate area spanned by similar feature vectors in d-dimensional space, we can have even stronger evidence of similarity for every point. Figure 5 demonstrates the concept. To achieve this, we divide each zone into two parts along the length of its bounding box and N tiles of size ω X ω where ω is the most frequent component's size (determined from fuzzy-Voronoi++). Each zone, along with its 2 halves and N tiles, is sent to the feature extraction module, generating N+3 feature points. These features encode information at various levels and positions in each zone. Each zone's feature vector in d-space along with its similar vectors (from two halves and N tiles) form a set of points called a supervised-neighborhood κ. The problem now reduces to a semi-supervised clustering problem, where each zone's κ is compared with its neighboring zone's κ. If they form two distinct clusters in d-space, the zone merge is said to have been prevented, else they are merged. This is not an optimization problem as we do not intend to form two clusters out of two sets of points. Instead, the goal is to verify if the two sets of points form two clusters.
Since the classification is unsupervised and the number of feature vectors (of two zones under validation) are typically less than the dimensionality d of feature space, the features of the zones can not be mapped to a more discriminative (or reduced) feature space using approaches like PCA, LDA or PLS [1] . Instead, if the distance between the means (µ i ) of two supervised-neighborhoods is greater than the sum of their average radii (R i ), the neighborhoods are said to represent distinct zones, otherwise their zones are merged. In the case of a merge, the new supervised-neighborhood of the merged zone contains feature vectors from both zones, thereby encompassing more context.
EVALUATION
Page segmentation evaluation is an important but controversial step in a document processing pipeline. The primary reason is that there is no deterministic way to ground-truth a page into zones especially for complex documents. While it is evident that two different style zones should be returned as distinct zones, splitting a text-zone along the direction of text, for example at paragraph or line breaks, is arguable. A twocolumn document page will have at least two zones, but each column can be further split at its paragraph or line breaks. In order to avoid this confusion, the accuracy of page segmentation algorithms is often calculated as the percentage of ground-truth text-lines contained correctly within result zones without split, merge or miss errors [24, 16] . The drawback of this approach, however, is that if the segmentation algorithm outputs the whole page as one segment, the split and missed errors would disappear. As shown in Figure 6 , the result zones containing complete text-lines from different zones are not penalized. In [2] we proposed a zone-based evaluation method where we compare ground-truth zones with result zones. A result zone is said to be detected, if its foreground pixels overlap those of ground-truth above a user specified percentage. This is a much stricter evaluation scheme in terms of zone detection. However, as stated earlier, this method will not tolerate any valid over-segmentations (at paragraph or line breaks).
In this paper we propose a more complete evaluation scheme which involves ground-truth at both zone and text-line level.
After ground-truthing text-lines, lines are grouped into the largest possible distinct zones. While it remains a zone-based evaluation strategy, valid (along-text) zone splits are allowed to avoid penalty. This split option is configurable and the evaluation tool is used for both split(lenient) and no-split(stricter) options [23] . Due to the current unavailability of groundtruth data at text-line level, the split option allows zone-splits irrespective of their validity. Another option, called the ignore option, ignores all those result zones whose precision and recall are zero, i.e. if they don't overlap with any ground-truth zone. This avoids penalizing the segmentation algorithms for producing zones at unannotated regions.
The ground-truth and result files (containing polygonal zones) follow the GEDI XML format specification [15] . GEDI is a public domain ground-truth editor and document interface for scanned text documents. Its interface maintains a one to one correspondence with XML files and the corresponding image files. Different types of zones can be created and visualized using a custom set of attributes.
We evaluated Voronoi, Voronoi++ and CVS approaches against 3 datasets using different combinations of options in the region-based evaluation. The 3 datasets are: Table 1 shows sample documents from each dataset and their segmentation using the CVS approach. All the segmentation approaches were subjected to fine distinct evaluations (E 1 -E 5 ). Each is a combination of datasets and evaluation flags. E 1 uses 350 random documents from all the datasets. E 2 and E 3 evaluate Arabic and English datasets respectively. None of these penalize the algorithms for producing zones at unannotated regions (ignore-option: true).
To explore the effects of stricter and more lenient evaluations, Evaluation E 4 penalizes the algorithms for producing zones at unannotated regions while Evaluation E 5 allows zone splitting within a ground-truth zone (split-option: true). E 4 and E 5 were evaluated on English datasets for comparison purposes with E 3 . Table 2 illustrates the 5 evaluation schemes. Table 3 compares the 3 segmentation approaches against them. Figure 7 illustrates that the number of zones returned by CVS is 50% less than that returned by Voronoi based segmentation, and is closest to the actual number of ground-truth zones. Figure 8 illustrates the recall of CVS is nearly equal to or better than Voronoi and Voronoi++. This proves that in the quest of producing more precise zones, the CVS approach does not suffer from a poor recall, and returns the correct number of precise zones. Table 4 compares Voronoi, Voronoi++ and CVS results on a part of an English document (D E1 ) while Table 5 compares them on two handwritten Arabic documents (D A ).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a dynamic approach to content-based Voronoi page segmentation which makes context-aware decisions using both low-level inter-component relationship features and high-level zonal content features. Our approach consists of a hypothesis phase followed by a validation phase. Hypothesis phase creates over-segmented zones based on lowlevel features, such as component separations and variations, using a dynamically adaptive approach called fuzzyVoronoi++. It removes inter-component edges only if confidence is high. In case of conflicts in global or local parameters, it leaves them as fuzzy for further validation. The validation phase builds context using these low-level features (distance context) and high-level content features (similarity context). A decision to form zones is then based on a contextaware system which merges zones only if they are similar in both contexts. We compared the Voronoi, Voronoi++ and CVS approaches using various zone-based evaluation schemes and showed that CVS performs better than Voronoi and Voronoi++ in all the schemes.
In our future work, we will bootstrap the system to learn from its clustering mistakes. The errors made by the semisupervised clustering algorithm will be fed back to the system for further improvement. This should be a self-learning system which should learn to adapt to separation and similarity contexts. 
